**SMARTKEY SECURITY™**

Kwikset's patented SmartKey Security™ protects against advanced break-in techniques.

- **KICK-IN RESISTANT**
- **BUMP PROOF**
- **PICK RESISTANT**
- **DRILL RESISTANT**
- **SAW RESISTANT**

**Security Made Convenient**

SmartKey Security™ allows you to re-key your lock in seconds.

- Loaned or unreturned keys
- Recently moved, tenant turnover
- Your child has lost their key, again
- You have a different key for each door

SmartKey Security™ Signature Series™ deadbolts have earned the prestigious Best Buy rating from Consumers Digest.

kwikset.com/smartkey

---

**KEY CONTROL™ DEADBOLT**

**The Time and Cost Saving Alternative to Master Keying**

Retain your one-key access to all units and gain more flexible key management, all while saving time and money.

- Both the property manager and tenant cylinders have SmartKey Security™
- Perfect for multi-family dwellings, student housing and assisted living

kwikset.com/keycontrol
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"#1 SELLING U.S. LOCK BRAND"*

*Source: TraQline US quarterly brand unit share report, Q4 2006 through Q3 2017*
Bump Proof

SmartKey Security patented side locking bar technology replaces the traditional pin-and-tumbler design and provides improved security against lock bumping.

How SmartKey Security™ Works

1. Insert current key and rotate it 90° clockwise.

2. Fully insert SmartKey tool. Remove tool and remove current key.

3. Fully insert new key and rotate 180°. Rotate back to starting position and remove key. Your lock is now re-keyed!

Reset Cradle

A tool used to reset the cylinder if the original key has been lost or to repair a SmartKey Security™ cylinder that has been programmed incorrectly.